Fatiha Zemmouri.
Empreinte carbone 1. 2022.
Raw earth and pigments on
wooden panel. 130 x 98 cm
Image courtesy of the artist

DOWN AND DIRTY
A R T

M E E T S

L A N D

When artists get to work, the starting point for many is what they
encounter in the world around them. Landscape, topography
and geology, composed of the raw elements that form our
environment. Rock, soil and wood, variously carved, chipped,
shaved, sculpted, manipulated and crafted into pieces of art or
installations that express both an innate primeval quality and
the imaginative insight of the creative into whose hands they
have passed. In this special section we look at how artists have
got down and dirty – often literally – to embrace all aspects of
landscape, from microscopic particles of dust to the big picture
of soaring mountains and desert horizons.
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El Anatsui. Photography by Andy Keate. Image courtesy of October Gallery

EL ANATSUI
Recently celebrating a solo show in Dubai,
El Anatsui remains true to the artistic path he set out
along over half a century ago. Time flows effortlessly
as the master melds wood, metal, colour and form
to create iconic new pieces.
Words by Alexandra Chaves
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El Anatsui. definitive in the world. 2022. Image courtesy of October Gallery

“Express new ideas in old wood. Mix time-furrowed
experienced with buoyant smoothness; the concavity of old time
with the convex posture of new time.
New wood has poetry locked in it.
Old wood is poetry itself, time.”
El Anatsui wrote this piece of verse in 1991. A little over a decade
earlier, in 1980, during a residency at the Cummington Community
of Arts in Massachusetts, he had begun expanding the possibilities
of wood as his sculptural medium after coming across a powerful
tool: the chainsaw. Anatsui discovered how it could inflict bold,
straight lines onto the wood, scarring the material irreparably while
producing jagged forms that expressed ideas of power, brutality
and destruction within the context of Africa’s colonial history. He
then deepened his experimentation, carving, charring and painting
on wood to create a distinctive body of work that was central to
his practice from the 1980s through the 1990s. During this period,
Anatsui also found novel ways of composing his sculptures. Instead
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of working with large wooden pieces that were heavy and hard to
move, he turned to strips of wood that allowed mobility and
modularity.
The poem speaks to the artist’s practice as one of transformation
and regeneration – what was once old is now new and what is new
becomes old again, becoming time itself. His signature bottle-cap
sculptures, which have dominated his work since the 2000s, operate
similarly. For these, he twists the old into new, and pieces together
different parts to make a whole. Starting with discarded bottle tops,
he flattens the material and sutures them together with copper wire,
until they become a stunning metallic tapestry draped from ceilings,
gallery walls and buildings.
El Anatsui. definitive in the world. 2021. Detail. Aluminum and copper
185
wire, 280 x 807cm. Photography by Jonathan
Greet.
Image courtesy of October Gallery
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El Anatsui. Mammoth Crowd Series I. 1993. Wood relief, akparata, oke-ofo, oyili-oji and opepe woods. 56 x 138 x 2.5 cm.
Photography by Andy Keate. Image courtesy of October Gallery

El Anatsui in his studio. Image courtesy of Efie Gallery

Anatsui recently presented his latest creations, both wood and
bottle-top sculptures, at a solo exhibition entitled Shard Song, on
view at the recently opened Efie Gallery in Dubai. His latest works
in wood are not quite a return, he says, but a continuation. “My
practice with wood has never wavered. I simply chose to focus on a
particular medium at the time,” he explains. “Not showing my wood
works publicly doesn’t mean I left it. Until I am convinced that the
works are ready to be shared, they remain in the studio and keep
evolving as I interact with them.”
Experimental colour tones appear in these pieces, a consequence
due in part to the pandemic. Being able to access only his studio in
Tema in Ghana, Anatsui had to use local hardwood, which typically
has a milder colour range of yellows than the reds, yellows and whites
of the woods from Nsukka, Nigeria, where he has developed his
practice for more than 40 years. “I’ve had a more diverse selection
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of tropical hardwood for the works while being in Ghana,” he says.
“I’ve enjoyed seeing the diversity come together in each sculpture.”
The compositions of the artist’s new works range from the
tumultuous to the ordered. In Rainbow Hues (2022), earthy reds
and ocean blues contrast pastel pinks and yellows. Incisions on
the wood are denser, a constellation of burns spread across the
sculpture’s centre while the arc of a rainbow appears overhead.
Meanwhile, Keyboard of Life (2022) bears near-uniform horizontal
striations, with playful hints of purple, green, yellow and pink. “It’s
a deeply iterative process,” explains Mae-ling Lokko, a designer,
artist and academic who has spent the last 10 months in Anatsui’s
studio as part of a residency. “His assistants begin with developing
a regimented pattern on wooden modules. Once he feels that this
pattern has been established, they begin to induce ‘forces’ to create
relationships between them. This generates movement, eddies and

dynamism throughout the assembly.” Lokko was also the curator of
the recent show at Efie Gallery.
She observes that Anatsui is “experiencing a new wave of
freedom” in his current experimentation and compositions,
granting not only the material to speak, but his studio assistants, of
which three have become his main collaborators, to inject their own
impressions. “He feels not everything has to match, and that he’s
confident in mixing things that don’t necessarily belong together,”
Lokko adds.
Anatsui is among a list of artists for whom texts, documentaries
and pages of archival material already abound. His artistic star has
not waned over the decades, from his first participation in a group
show at the Venice Biennale in 1990, then again in 2007, when his
bottle-cap sculptures stunned audiences and etched the artist’s
name into the international art circuit. In 2015 he won the biennale’s
Golden Lion for Lifetime Achievement.
Despite these accolades and accomplishments, Anatsui exudes
humility. When I met him over dinner with the Efie Gallery team in
Dubai, I could see how his calm demeanour could even be mistaken
for shyness. His look for the evening matched ones I’ve seen in many
photos before: a shirt of African print and his distinctive white hair
sheltered under a flat cap. Speaking low and slow, in the way of a
man who considers his words carefully, he often adds ruminative
pauses to his conversation, or sometimes, a soft chuckle.

Born in the Volta Region of Ghana (then the Gold Coast) in 1944,
the youngest of 32 children, Anatsui came of age in the midst of
post-colonial independence movements across Africa and the swell
of a Pan-Africanism sentiment in the continent. By the time he was
a first year art student at the University of Science and Technology
in Kumasi in 1965, notions of decolonisation on political and cultural
levels were rife. These influenced Anatsui to turn to African traditions,
motifs, language and design as starting points for his creations.
His time in Nigeria from 1975 onwards is perhaps one of the
most formative periods of his life. Not only because of his interest
in Igbo culture, which he saw as remaining intact despite Nigeria’s
colonial history, but also in terms of the flourishing cultural scene
that suited his fervour for the arts in general, including poetry and
music. At the time, figures like musician Fela Kuti, both an artist and
activist, captivated him. Anatsui recalls shuttling back and forth from
his home country to Nigeria’s capital of Lagos at weekends to hear
him play. “The Fela Shrine [New Afrika Shrine] was a favourite spot
of mine,” he recalls. “It used to be a mandatory pitstop on my road
trips from Nigeria to Ghana.” Other favourites included the South
African band Uhuru, which produced Kwaito house music, and
Miriam Makeba, also known as Mama Africa, who protested against
apartheid and sang Afropop, jazz and world music.
During the course of the dinner, Anatsui asked me a telling
question, one that revealed not just the mind of an artist, but of an
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El Anatsui in his studio. Image courtesy of Efie Gallery

El Anatsui. Harvest Moon. 1993-2018. Assorted tropical hardwood, aluminium (liquor bottle caps), tempera. 170 x 178 x 4.5 cm.
Photography by Chukwuemeka Egwuibe. Image courtesy of El Anatsui Studio and Therese Belisle-Nweke © El Anatsui
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educator, too: how is the state of arts education in the UAE? His longstanding art career is rivalled only by his decades of teaching, which
began in 1969 in Winneba, Ghana, before he moved to Nsukka in
Nigeria to become a lecturer and eventually professor of sculpture
in the Fine and Applied Arts Department at the University of Nigeria.
It is an experience that has likely enabled him to collaborate
closely with his studio assistants, of which he has employed dozens
over the years to help him produce his large-scale works. Currently,
he has a team of 40 to 50 stitching together bottle caps in modules
or carving and firing up wooden sculptures. “The beauty of working
with him is that he encourages you to imprint your worldview onto
the works of art,” Lokko says. “The assistants have never worked
with someone who has given them a lot of authorship.” Anatsui’s
creative generosity extends to the bottle-cap sculptures, which are
often shipped to museums and galleries folded up, with instructions
on how to install them. “That way the curator or the workers who
hang the piece also have something to gain. They have their own
creative input when they’re hanging it,” she explains.
Back in Ghana, Anatsui’s daily routines are straightforward. He
rises early, he says, just as the sun comes up. After only a few moments
of personal time, he heads to his studio, to observe ongoing work

or to see what ideas might arise for the day. He also spends time
roaming the city looking for junk from the harbour, getting ropes
and pallets from warehouses, finding building waste, roofing sheets
and more bottle caps to take back to his working space. The urge to
transform this industrial detritus, to meld refuse and turn it into an
aesthetic object, rendering old into new, persists.
“I don’t consider my work to be about ecology, but I believe in
respecting nature and the environment,” Anatsui says. “I wouldn’t
be able to produce enough of these artworks to make a difference
to the problem of pollution,” he adds, referring to his bottle-cap
pieces. Instead, he leaves the compositions and material to express
their own histories – the brutal power of colonial trade and the
consequences of rampant industrialisation in the name of progress.
“He’s bold right now,” Lokko says. “He has always felt that there
are universal themes like loss and kinship communicated through
this art, and there’s almost an urgency to express these ideas today.”
Meanwhile, past and future, existing and new, once again find their
way into Anatsui’s life. He has returned to playing the instruments he
enjoyed as a child, such as the trumpet. “I love music,” he says. “So
I want to work with sound, to see how I can bring together sound
and sculpture.”
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